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Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching â€“ learning experience in your institution. she/he can 

also mention weaknesses of the institute here. (Kindly restrict your response to teaching learning process only)

Nothing 

Improve lab facilities 

Internal assessment should be done genuinely 

It would be useful if they try to complete the portion within the time period so that students can prepare well.

Students must be given ideas of internships which can be done in both private and public institutions.

None

Internships 

Institution plays a major role in developing overall skill of student.

Improve all

I think its good

Try to increase the knowledge.Understand teaching not as a job,not an easy salary getting job,more responsible job.Those who 

are selected for this teaching should be skilled in this teaching field. 

Nothing 

Just they have to add some field trip, industrial visit for students. 

No suggestions

Attractive,friendly Atmosphere 

Provide good mentorship,

It is a perfect institution for studying

Overall good

Good

Good education

Include more technical courses.

more use of technology , better and cleaner environment . 

Provide skill based learning,provide placement 

To conduct seminars in class frequently

Can include more practical examples for the topic thought and make the classes engaging.

Give more encouragement to students

Nothing 

Expand the department libraries, 

No suggestion

good enough 

Utilize a variety of technology options ,Try new learning methods,Conduct classes outdoor sometimes which will be more  

interesting. 

Providing printed notes, providing the students field works, makes the education more comprehensive and entertaining.

Get provide more technological developments 

Fully satisfactory

Printed notes and field works and practical studies should be made available so as to makes the syllabus more comprehensive.

1. Provide internships 2. Include practical learning 

It would be better if teachers try to discuss daily current affairs with the students and try to connect it with the syllabus they are

teaching.

Was good but we never get a chance to interact except the class. There are not enough practical studying for vocational courses

Advanced teaching technology like seminar presentation with projector.

Very good experience.

By making group discussion, 

Improve field visit opportunities

More teachers must use ict tools in teaching methods. 2. Provide more experimental classes than theory classes  .3. Reference 

books should be provided to each topics

Should be more student centric

Fellowship orogrammes should be promoted 

More experiments and application 

Use more examples

Teachers should understand the weaknesses of all students,not the selected ones..More internship programs need to be 

conducted..it would be helpful if the use of visual media tools..

â€ºConsider every students equally

Conduct internship programs , Revise the syllabus every year so that students will be updated about the present updates 

Consider all students equally.

Good 

1)More number of intenship programs    2) placement opportunities 

Very bad institute

Supporting students , encourage , 

Teaching learning is good for this institution .

I think overall teaching is good

Promote internship,field visit.

Must need less strict and good friendly to all

Everything is good

Improve faculty and library facilities

Good

Good teaching

Very good

Include the projecter facilities

Teaching should be based on ICT.It helps students to remind their subject

Nothing

Good

Not

Very good teacher. College provaide good facilities. 

No suggestons

Teachers could make a little bit more effort to complete the portions.

Better understanding of student's problems,Better utilization of facilities,Provide equal opportunities to every students.

Teachers are amazing and providing good knowledge and intelligence 

Good teaching

No suggestions

No more suggestions

The overall teaching-learning experience in our institution is very good

Teachers build a good relationship between students 

 lack of proper textbook was one of the weaknesses

Should be more strict

Some more upgradation in syllabus 

Good preparation is needed.

Nothing

I think teachers should more often teach us matters according to syllabus so that we'll be ready for our exams. Thank You 

Good teaching process

An hour, once in a month should be dedicated to teacher-student bonding

I'm satisfied with the  teaching methods.

Its good 

More practical learning is effective 

Personally i dont have any suggestions for my teachers. Because all of them are teaching in their own style and majority of their 

classes are understandable. But minority of them have to try to teach more efficiently.

Excellent service 

No weaknees

It may make more use of projector etc

Use more technologies like projector that are provided in the classroom

Make a mental connection with the children

Academic was very good. Maharajas college helped alot for improving my confidence and communicating skills. And teachers 

also supported for completing my gratuation.

Clear notes , well explanation, good clarity about all

Gaining ideas on ways of structuring information to make it more accessible to students

Not bad

Good

Good

Good

Use of projectors showing live examples

Campus placement opportunities, internship facilities

All is good

Nothing 

Try to teach with more visual videos..to make it more effectiveThe way teachers take classes needs to be further improved.      The subject, which is difficult for the children, has to be 

explained in a better way.    Internal marks sometimes seem to be biased. It should be avoided.   The teacher wants all the 

students to get good marks and succeed.But whether the children are taught or not, and whether all the children pass or not, it 

has often been felt that everyone is in a state of arrogance that he will be paid.But I think this trend should change as soon as 

possible.

Teach concepts using projectors multimedia etc

Sometimes, teacher-student friendship seems to be poor. If it became improved, it will be helpful to ask and clear doubts by 

students without fear.

The Experience I faced was worth studying in this institution. Best quality education has been provided and the teachers were 

good at explaining every concept clearly.

No suggestion

Usage of Student centric learning method have been effective 

Good

Nil

Teaching is good

Nothing to say

Good

Nothing

Nothing

Teaching is so good. Teachers gives effective knowledge for future.

Use presentations for taking class

Nothing overall good 

It is better to cover all the portion / syllabus at the correct time. So that students can revise the portion well before exam.

Everything is good

Conduct interaction sessions with senior students who were placed in companies.

Teaching methods are perfect.

Nothing

To include more placement options

Good teaching and teachers who gave well support,courage and motivation to the students

Good teaching and teachers who gave well support,courage and motivation to the students

.

Nice faculties, teaching and non teaching staffs

No suggestions 

promote internships,

 Foster stronger connections between students, faculty, and staff. Students need a â€œgo-toâ€� person. Overall everything 's 

fine there. 

Campus is not clean.

Teaching and co curricular activities are very effective for us. And also they are always ready for us in any situation. 

Nothing 

1. More like campus selection needs to be brought up 

As a student, it was a great experience for me to study in the institute guided by the best teachers. I have improved alot as a 

student and also I have improved personally. 

Make a good relationship with students

Nothing

Use more electronic equipment such as smart class and e library for teaching

Develop more interaction sections

Can use more ICT tools . 

No suggestions 

more participative and interactive learning, impart employability skills, more creative and challenging tasks and assignments

Teaching by using projector. 

To give a big support to the students to face their exams 

Teaching is really good and students can understand very much

No

Can improve the interaction

.

Make more interactive programmes

provide students for part time job courses 

No suggestions 

No suggestion happy and satisfied

 teachers should inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work

Try to identity uniqueness in students and treat accordingly 

Nothing

Satisfied 

To provide extra classes like net coaching etc.

Be more interactive,  add bit more life examples in studies.

Increase use of teaching aids, promote iternship facilities, activate placement cell

 Increase the use of projectors while teaching.

Increase the use of projectors while teaching

While taking classes it is good if they gives us a feild visiting about the particular subjects

Placement cell in the college should be strengthened.

Nice facultys satffs and teaching

Syllabus modification, include CSIR NET orientated classes 

No more suggestions 

Nothing

Encourage students in learning according to their capabilities and make them aware of the extensive oppurtunities in front of 

them and to select a way for a better future.s

It will be better if teachers could understand each student's mental capability and provide them help in their studies.  

Much need to improve communication between teachers and students 

More interactive sessions about career opportunities, options for higher studies should be provided to students. 

Good

N8ll

No more suggestions 

Never restrict students.give their own freedom.never tell them that dont communicate with other department 

students.understand the students and treat like that.thank u

Teaching learning process is very good.Could conduct small testpapers in between the semester and give preparation for 

internal and external exams.

Nothing

Genuine efforts are required 

Introducing more debates in the classroom regarding the topics 

I think learning experience through online mode was very difficult than offline. So, teachers should focus on  improving online 

classes.

Try to do more problem in class

Nill

Effective interaction with students

The current teachers and their mode of teaching are good. 

Teachers aways tried to bring the best out of their students.

Teaching and atmosphere is good

Give students frequent tests to study the subject thoroughly

Teachers should be more open to students ideas

The ambience is great for learning and the institution offers an opportunity to grow your skill sets .

it is better if we can provide placement assistance to students

Teachers should communicate more with students. Majority of teachers are beha

* library utilisation, 

Good

Internship opportunities and placements have to be provided

Nil

Teaching leaening process is student centred

Should include out of the box situation inorder to prepare students to handle situations when they move out.

More interaction with students


